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Editorial Note 
A study about virtual photo processing in chromatic confocal 

microscopy for the take a look at of dispersion of a 

homogeneous semitransparent fabric is offered. The deduction 

of a mathematical version to determine the refractive index 

with a chromatic confocal device is made first. Then, a 

technique using virtual image processing along with that 

mathematical version that allows you to decide the dispersion is 

proposed. the main elements of this technique consisted in 

making an axial scanning of the pattern, filling a matrix with 

the spectral statistics received, acquiring (that we know as 

optical thickness matrix or OTM) from this matrix, applying 

linearization and skeletonization to this photo and carrying out 

a fitting method to obtain a curve. 

 

After taking pictures an image right now following the click 

system, a clear one-pixel side line is extracted by using making 

use of a light control and a series of pre-photo processing 

algorithms, which includes a valley-emphasis Otsu method and 

percolation-based totally form recognition. Next, the initial 

detection at low decision is carried out to search for each 

feasible crack the use of precise facet line and curvature 

assessment. Eventually, at high decision, the windowed photo 

of every feasible crack is for my part analyzed to hit upon 

existing cracks using a more unique evaluation system. All of 

those steps are finished inside zero five s, thus allowing for the 

technique to be applied in real-time on a exceedingly automatic 

production line to demonstrate the overall performance of the 

proposed method, experiments are performed on an aluminum 

plate with distinctive styles and the pressed panel products 

 

The consequences display that the proposed technique can 

detect floor cracks on pressed panels with solid performance as 

well as high accuracy and efficiency. 

Applying Linearization and Skeletonization 

The Human beings have proposed to use helicopters to check 

out transmission traces. But, at this time, the helicopter 

inspection of the transmission line became broadly speaking 

primarily based on visual inspection, and the take a look at 

consequences were no longer guaranteed. So that you can 

ensure the continuity and safety of users, conventional manual 

inspection strategies have now not been able to attain the 

desired goals.  
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This study mainly introduces fault photograph segmentation 

and morphological processing algorithms. Theoretical studies 

and experimental exams are accomplished on numerous 

segmentation algorithms which include histogram threshold 

segmentation, iterative threshold segmentation, and most inter-

class variance. 

Combining the two fault photograph capabilities, an RGB 

element constraint segmentation algorithm is proposed. 

Morphological processing is completed at the picture after 

segmentation to enhance the quality of the binary picture. 

Summarize the fault status judgment and fault vicinity identity 

techniques of electricity device. For the rust failure of the 

hardware, the rust failure is judged by marking the fault area 

after the department and counting the location ratio. For 

insulator faults, blended with the everyday association of 

insulators, a bilateral contour difference matching set of rules 

become proposed to decide the nation of the insulators and 

recognize fault detection of energy gadget. Shade image of the 

rust fault and its R, G, and B channel gray scale  given that 

there's a sturdy correlation among the three components within 

the RGB space, and the pixel color is determined with the aid 

of the 3 channels together, the processing of the grey photo of 

the particular.  

The embedding of imaginative and prescient into electronic 

devices such as embedded clinical applications is being driven 

with the aid of the availability of high-overall performance 

processors, integrating with deep gaining knowledge of 

algorithms, in addition to advances in photograph processing 

era. But, inclusive of image processing in embedded vision 

structures need massive quantity of computational talents even 

to method a unmarried photo to hit upon an object and it's 

extremely challenging to put into effect in embedded structures 

imposing deep learning algorithms and checking out it on a 

project specific records set should offer improved effects.  
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